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In the 12 years since its founding, Emotiva Audio has built an almost iconic following of loyal home theaters and audio enthusiasts looking for valuable quality electronics. The company recently added loudspeakers to its product line, too. While I listened to the Demo Emotiva gear on several audio shows, this is the first time I've had the
opportunity to have an extended listening to emotiva product. I was curious to hear what level of performance these new speakers could deliver given their cost-oriented price. This review primarily focuses on the new T1 Tower dynamics, but Emotiva actually sent a full 5.1 home theater speaker package consisting of Airmotiv T1
floorstanders ($699/couple), Airmotiv C1 Center ($249), Airmotiv B1 bookshelves ($299/couple), and BasX S12 subwoofer ($399). I suspect that most buyers of Emotiva T1 towers will be interested in a full home theater surround installation compared to just a stereo pair. Emotiva sent me the BasX S12 submarine because the Airmotiv
S12 ($699) submarine was in reserve during the review. I suppose having trouble keeping the product in stock is a good kind of problem. Doing the math, the 5.1 system I auditioned carries a total package price of $1,646. Replacing the Airmotiv S12 with the entire Airmotiv system increases the package's cost to $1,946. This is still a very
reasonable amount for a 5.1-channel package. Several other speaker options close the Airmotiv line: Airmotiv E1 on the wall surround ($269/para) and the smaller Airmotiv S10 subwoofer ($549). Since all the speakers in the timbre-match line, you can easily mix and match them to meet your specific needs. The Airmotiv T1 tower is a rear
port, a three-dimensional design with a 25x32mm Airmotiv folded tape tweeter, a 5.25-inch woven mid-driver cone fabric with a solid phase fork compared to a more typical dust cover, and two six-inch woven fiber cone bass drivers. Finding tape tweeters in speakers in this price range is still a rarity. The T1 loudspeaker weighs 40.1
pounds and measures 37.63 inches high at 8.38 inches wide at 11.63 inches deep. T1 has an efficiency rating of 88 dB, a nominal pulse of four ohms, and a frequency response of 37 to 28,000 Hz (k/-3 dB). The front partition was arranged from a 25 mm HDF in a distinctive faceted design similar to Emotiva's studio monitors, designed to
minimize the effects of diffraction and indoor interaction. Then the partition is painted in satin black varnish. The sides and back of the cabinet are made of 15 mm HDF, covered with textured, satin black vinyl. Around the back there are two sets of multifunctional terminal speakers for additional two-amps or bi-wires. Also included are sets
of adjustable spikes and rubber bands, as well as removable, magnetic grille speakers. The Airmotiv C1 center is also a three-dimensional design with the same 25x32mm Airmotiv folded The tweeter posted over the medium driver's three-inch woven fiber cone, surrounded by two 5.25-inch woven fibers cone bass drivers drivers covered
with a removable magnetic grill. The cabinet is 8.38 inches tall at 30.5 inches wide at 8.25 inches deep with a weight of 18.6 pounds. As with the T1 tower, there are dual multi-way speaker terminals around the back. The frequency response is estimated to range from 50 to 28,000 Hz (-3 dB). Sensitivity is estimated at 89 dB with a
nominal sub-stum of four ommies. The Airmotiv B1 bookshelf is a two-dimensional design measuring 10.75 inches high at 7.13 inches wide at 8.25 inches deep. It has the same 25x32mm Airmotiv folded tape tweeter with one 5.25-inch woven fabric cone bass driver, and it has a nominal impedance of eight ohms. The 8.8-pound speaker
has a rear port for an extended bass response and a single set of multi-purpose speaker terminals. The frequency response is estimated at 48-28 000 Hz (-3 dB). The BasX S12 subwoofer has a front-firing 12-inch long throw of the driver's polypropylene cone in a heavily braced HDF closet measuring 17.25 inches high at 16.75 inches
wide at 18.25 inches deep. The submarine weighs 48.5 pounds and has a slot loaded rear port to maximize the exit. BasX S12 uses a Class D amplifier rated at 300 W RMS and a frequency response of 25 to 150 Hz (k/-3 dB). The rubber foot cabinet is dressed in the same textured black vinyl found on all airmotiv speakers and has
removable framed black grill fabric. All connections and controls around the back, including two unbalanced linear audio input connectors and a set of end-to-end output connectors to connect the second subwoofer or a pair of full-range speakers in the second zone. There are a set of controls for the crossover, phase and volume and a
switch to choose the power mode. The crossover consists of a 12 dB/octave low pass filter, which can be installed on the LFE if your pre/pro or receiver has built-in bass control. Phase control can be adjusted from 0 to 180 to fit the phase of your core speakers. Volume control sets a relative profit to best match the output of your core
speakers. The power selector turns on/auto/switches off settings and LED light that changes color to indicate the setting you choose. There is also a pre-installed voltage line switch to match the voltage in your area. Finally, there is a AC power switch, an IEC power vessel, and a fuse holder. There is no automatic software correction room
included in the BasX S12 sub; all adjustments must be made manually. If you choose the Airmotiv S12, it adds a balanced input option to the unbalanced input found on BasX, as well as a second 12-inch driver (passive) in a closet of a similar size. It also has a more powerful 500-watt amplifier, drops the rear port, and weighs in at a
heftier 66.2 pounds. Hookup Usually, I approached the process speakers with a little trepidation. My special media room is located on the second floor and this usually means dragging heavy speakers and subtitles up the stairs (and a sore back afterwards). However, Emotiva's speakers were quite manageable, making much easier. I
created the Emotiva speakers by attaching the included spikes to the towers and then making the necessary connections with my Marantz AV8801 pre/pro, the CP-800 preamp and the ca-5300 class five-channel amplifier. Sources included the Oppo BDP-105 Blu-ray player and the esoteric K-03 CD/SACD player for physical discs, as
well as a Mac Mini music server for streaming digital music from Synology NAS. The connections were made using wireWorld Silver Eclipse 7 cables. First I put the Airmotiv T1 main speakers in the same place, usually occupied by my links Air Acoustics 7T Tower (about five feet from the front wall and 7.5 feet apart. So I extended the
front spikes completely and reduced the rear spikes as much as possible the angle of the front partition up a bit. I also angle the front partition of the C1 center speaker up, putting a strip of pontical maple under the front of the speaker. and I put them a couple of feet behind and angled to the listening position. Finally, I positioned the BasX
S12 sub in the right front corner of my room in the same place, usually occupied by one of my links to the JL Audio F110 subtitles. After connecting south of my Marantz pre/pro, I ran audyssey MultE' XT32 automatic correction room software built into the pre/pro. The first step was to adjust the sub's withdrawal from the listening position
with the SPL counter. The tool I would use is SkyPaw's Decibel 10 Pro Noise Meter app. After the sub output was set correctly, I ran an Audyssey automatic calibration on the rest of the speakers. Looking at the results in the size of the speakers, the distance and the points of the crossover, I was not optimistic about how the system would
sound. Usually Audyssey does a really good job of calculating these settings in my listening room, but in this case all the proposed settings looked a long way off. I played a 5.1-channel test track with a Blu-ray drive that confirmed that I would need to do the settings manually. After measuring the distance dynamics to the listening position,
setting the size of the speaker and the points of the crossover, I again played the track. Subwoofer really overpowered the room. This rear port on the submarine doesn't like the angular accommodation. I pulled the sub out of the corner by about 12 inches, and then gave up the volume control of the submarine until the exit blended
seamlessly with the rest of the speakers. The bass response was now more balanced, providing balanced general presentation. With all the speakers being dialed, I let the music play as much as for the next two weeks before making any critical auditions. Click on page 2 for performance, Downside, Comparison and Competition, and
conclusion... Conclusion... emotiva t1 tower review. emotiva audio t1 review
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